1) Goal
Set a goal for the patient (if possible together with the patient) that can be reached within the nearest future – one or two weeks. The goal should be concrete and measurable.

2a) Activity
If possible the intervention should always be related to a context from every-day life or end up with an activity related to breathing or voice productions
The activity must be:
- Related to the goal
- Known and meaningful for the patient

2b) Environmental factors
General principles for selection of environmental factors:
- They should be adapted to the patient and the task enabling the patient to reach the goal
- They should support the patient to use the affected side of the body and move as normal as possible and if relevant expand the patients movements repertoire
- Furniture/objects/aids should make the activity possible to complete and make the patient able to learn new movements and movement patterns
- They should be arranged in a way so the patient has to use more normal ways (often also with support of the therapist) instead of using already established habits that are not very supportive

2b1) Adapt location:
Criteria for choosing location:
- A known place: Can provide confidence and safety to the patient that don’t respond very well in new situations
- A unknown place: Can expand the patients repertoire and limit the use of old habits obstructing learning and normal movements
- In a niche (e.g. the patient are positioned in a corner against a wall or lying/sitting on the floor): The patient has perceptive or senso-motorical problems, disturbed body-scheme, disturbed balance, or reduced attention to the affected side
- Out in the room: Patient that do not have the problems mentioned above and you may need to be able to move freely around the patient or have a plank bed or couch behind the patient
- A location where the patient are alone or shielded: To patients who easily becomes distracted, needs a lot and/or individual support
- Group situations: Can be selected if it is part of the treatment that the patient is acting and reacting in verbally in a social context, for example a cooking group or singing group
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2b1) Adapt furniture’s:
- The furniture can be essential to support and encourage a good position and postural control. They should support the patient to move selectively and normally during the treatment. Moreover they should give sufficiently support to enable the patient to sit upright against gravity, and to move actively carrying out the activity. If the furniture supports the patient too much the patient can become or remain passive. A secure active position will support the patient to achieve new experiences in movement and tactile input in relation to the body scheme and the activity (treatment)
- Example: The therapist work with the patient’s ability to keep a tone in a standing position. To do that the patient needs sustained support to the more affected side of the body and therefore there should be a plank bed beside him, which is adjusted individually in the appropriate height

2b1) Adapt objects:
- Each object has to improve normal and active movements and movement-patterns
- Examples: You can choose confetti that the patient blows off his hand. For patients with better strength, you can choose a whistle. The patient should not compensate with associated reactions and / or mass movements. The patient should blow bubbles in water through a straw

2b1) Use of aids if:
- The movement is not possible for the patient; maybe because of an amputated arm
- They can support a movement to become more selective and make it possible for the patient to involve the affected side of the body
- They can support that the patient perform the activity or movement more normally
- Example: The patient gets a Pacing board to be reminded to speak slowly and him easier to understand in everyday life/conversation

2c) Therapeutic intervention

2.c.1. Working Level of support for breathing / voice and speech

1. Support for breathing
   *Criteria*
   - When the patient is unable to produce sounds / voice or if he occasionally (eg. By position change when he is spoken to) spontaneously groan / moan or produce sounds (but not constant)
   - When the patient has a rattle breathing
   - When the patient's breathing pattern is not normal, for example if it is superficial has abnormal rhythm and frequency
   - When there is an abnormal coordination between swallowing and breathing

2. Support for breathing and voice-coordination
   *Criteria*
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- When the patient’s breathing pattern is not normal, for example if it is superficial has abnormal rhythm and frequency
- When the patient can’t keep a tone longer than 10-15 seconds
- When there is not a clear start and stop in voice in connection with the expiration-phase
- When the patient can not adjust the pitch and volume of the voice
- When the patient has a rattle breathing
- When the patient produces voice during the inspiration phase

3. Support for breathing voice and speech

Criteria
- When the patient can’t keep a tone longer than 10-15 seconds
- When there is not a clear start and stop in voice in connection with the expiration-phase
- When the patient can not adjust the pitch and volume of the voice
- When the patient has a rattle breathing
- When the patient produces voice during the inspiration phase
- When the patient finds it difficult to coordinate the breathing, voice and articulation, e.g. he has an unclear speech, has difficulties with some sounds, he does not always has voice on the speech

2.c.3. Terapeutisk intervention

Move and position

Definition: All body parts (chest, pelvis, shoulders, head and neck and extremities) are put in an appropriate position towards each other, the surface, gravity and the activity. All starting positions should be without resistance, pain for the patient and safe (without risk of falling, aspiration or obstruction of the patients airway e.g. by pillow on the face or tube. It can be necessary to mobilize or guide the patient before positioning, because some neuromuscular, musculoskeletal and/or perceptive and cognitive problems makes it impossible or limits the possibility to bring the patient in a certain position.

Purpose:
- Regulate the tonus
- Create a basis for selective movements in the facial-oral tract area to patients with reduced postural control

Criteria of when to use of this method:
- Mal-alignment due to change in tonus
- Reduced postural control (senso-motorical problems)
- Perceptual problems
- Lack of selective movements in the facial-oral area

Criteria for evaluating the patients’ response:

Signs of a too high a starting position:
The patient's tone rises inappropriate in one or more muscles / muscle-groups
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- The emergence of many associated reactions when he tries to move
- Vegetative reactions: sweat, blood pressure and / or oxygen saturation in the blood falls, breathing rate increases
- The patient is unconcentrated, facial expression/movements seems tense, the patient seems worried
- The patient has difficulty in performing movements which he can perform in a lower position

Signs of a too low starting position:
- The patients arousal falls
- The patient masters the task and moves spontaneous and selective
- The patient has no need of assistance
- The patient seems unconcentrated, because you are not working at his level, the "challenges" to his functionality is too low

Mobilization:
Definition:
Moving body parts and / or structures which do not have full range of movement

Purpose: To achieve greater range of movement (ROM), more normal tone, better proprioception, improve alignment

Criteria for use of this method:
Primarily when the patient has senso-motorical problems which gives a resistance or decreased ROM in a movement or an activity

- Mal-alignment because: Hyper / or hypo-tonus, ataxia, rigidity
- Reduce ROM (due to: ossification, hyper tone, condition after fracture, etc.).
- Abnormal sensitivity
- Impaired proprioception

Criteria for evaluating the patients' response:
Signs that mobilization has positive effects on the patient's problem:
- A movement becomes possible, easier
- ROM is increased
- Better alignment
- The patient can better feel the mobilized body part / or uses it
- The patient can move actively

Signs that the mobilization does not have the desired effect on the patient's problem:
- The patient shows signs of pain
- No change or worsening in Rom, alignment and the possibility of moving
- No change in sensitivity or proprioception
Guiding:
Definition: The therapist supports the patient’s normal movement / movement patterns in an activity

Purpose:
Bringing the patient into contact with the surroundings and forming hypothesis and problem-solving processes. Moreover to perform movements that he cannot do by himself.

Criteria for use of this method:
- The patient cannot perform a movement or an activity because of perceptive, senso-motorical or cognitive problems
- The patient performs the movement / activity, but only in stereotypical movement patterns without variation or only by using the non-affected body part / limb

Criteria for evaluating the patients’ response:

Signs that guiding has positive effect on the patient's problem:
- The patient becomes aware of the activity or the movement
- The patient takes over the movement and / or pursuing the next action steps
- The patient can initiate and repeat the guided movement independently
- The Patients tone normalizes
- The patient’s motor behavior is changes

Signs that guiding does not have the desired effect on the patient's problem:
- The patient is not attentive towards the activity or movement
- Patients tension rises
- The patient becomes restless
- There is no change in behavior

Facilitation:
Definition: Facilitation is a technique where you most often through manual contact activate the sensory and proprioceptive afferent system. Facilitation is an active learning process that helps a person to overcome inertia, initiate, to continue and complete functional tasks. Facilitation is never passive. The therapist can choose to facilitate the patient at all times to either maintain postural control and / or perform selective movements in tasks and activities in the facial-oral tract area. The location, direction of and intensity of facilitation may vary.

Purpose:
- Makes an activity possible, change motor behavior and ease movements

Criteria for using which level:

1. All the time
Used when:
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- The patient loses postural control at the moment the therapist takes "hands off"
- The patient doesn’t have the idea or ability to use the movements or to initiate, conduct and/or complete a movement or activity
- Selective movements become mass movements
- The patient has associated reactions
- The quality of the movements becomes worse when therapeutic take "hands off"

2. Partly / in between movements, movement patterns or activities
Used when:
- The patient can retain postural control and will not lose it over a shorter period
- The patient begins to take over, initiate or terminate a movement / action / activity spontaneously with sufficient quantity and quality

3. To initiate movements, functions, activities (i.e. only in the beginning)
Used when:
- The patient has adequate postural control and can take over and complete a movement / function / activity / task
- The patient can move spontaneously, selective in the facial-oral tract area and can achieve the goal in the required quantity and quality

Criteria for evaluating patient response:
Signs that facilitation has a positive effects:
- Change of motor behavior (the patient becomes active and the movement becomes easier)

Signs that facilitation don’t have the desired effect:
- The patients tonus increases
- Motor behavior did not changed
- The patient is passive

Elicit (produce)
Definition: Elicit means to generate a response or reaction from the patient by, for example the therapist acts as a visual model, instead of encouraging the patient directly to perform the activity or movement.
Objective: To induce a movement / function / activity

Criteria for use of the method:
- The patient has no language understanding
- The patients tonus increases when he tries to follow the verbal requests and there are associated reactions
- The patient has trouble understanding the situation

Criteria for evaluating patient response:
Signs of eliciting has the desired effect
- The patient is active and performs the desired movement / function / activity
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Signs of eliciting don’t have the desired effect
- The patient tonus increases
- The patient does not respond or respond differently than expected

2.c.3 Working with the position and movement

1. In lying position
   **Criteria**
   - The patient is motorical restless and / or vegetative unstable
   - The patient has almost non or no postural control
   - The patient may / may not move of medical reasons, for example fractures etc...

2. Lying in combination with movements
   **Criteria**
   - The patient has almost non or no postural control
   - The patient has a high tension in the neural structures, abnormal muscle tone, disturbed body scheme
   - The patient is immobile / has no ability o move on his own
   - The patient needs a "signal" that helps him to start / stop to produce sounds, this signal can be given in the form of movement (facilitated or independent)
   - The patient has difficulty in coordinating breathing / voice / articulation and controlled movements in a starting positions with little surface

3. Sitting
   **Criteria**
   - The patient cannot coordinate breathing / voice and articulation with movements in a starting position with little surface
   - The patient has trouble breathing in the lying position (eg. Because of: Obesity, general hypo-tonus, heart disease, pneumonia ...)
   - Sitting position promotes postural control and / or patient's arousal
   - Seated position promotes more normal breathing parameters (such as rhythm, frequency, location of breathing movements), voice and articulation
   - The patient's ability to keep a tone is better in sitting than in lying position

4. Sitting in combination with movements
   **Criteria**
   - The patient cannot coordinate breathing / voice and articulation with movements in a starting position with little surface
   - The patient has trouble breathing in the lying position (eg. Because of: Obesity, general hypo-tonus, heart disease, pneumonia ...)
   - Sitting position promotes postural control and / or patient's arousal
   - Seated position promotes more normal breathing parameters (such as rhythm, frequency, location of breathing movements), voice and articulation
   - The patient can be facilitated to breathing / voice / articulation in coordination with movements, in a higher starting position
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- Seated position promotes more normal breathing parameters (such as rhythm, frequency, location of breathing movements), voice and articulation
- The patient's ability to keep a tone is better in sitting than in lying position

5. Standing

Criteria
- The patient cannot coordinate breathing / voice and articulation with movements in positions with little surface
- The patient has breathing difficulties in lying or sitting (e.g. because Obesity, general hypotonus, heart disease, pneumonia)
- Standing position promotes postural control and / or the patient's arousal
- Standing position promotes more normal breathing parameters (such as rhythm, frequency, location of breathing movements), voice and articulation
- The patient can be facilitated to breathing / voice / articulation in coordination with movements, in a higher starting position
- The patient's ability to keep a tone are better than in sitting and lying position
- The patient's postural control is sufficient enough that he can coordinate or be facilitated by the therapist to coordinate breathing, voice / articulation in a high starting position
- The patient has difficulty talking when walking

6. Standing in combination with movements

Criteria
- The patient cannot coordinate breathing / voice and articulation with movements in positions with little surface
- The patient has breathing difficulties in lying or sitting (e.g. because Obesity, general hypotonus, heart disease, pneumonia)
- Standing position promotes postural control and / or the patient's arousal
- Standing position promotes more normal breathing parameters (such as rhythm, frequency, location of breathing movements), voice and articulation
- The patient can be facilitated to breathing / voice / articulation in coordination with movements, in a higher starting position
- The patient's ability to keep a tone are better than in sitting and lying position
- The patient's postural control is sufficient enough that he can coordinate or be facilitated by the therapist to coordinate breathing, voice / articulation in a high starting position
- The patient has difficulty talking when walking
- The patient needs a "signal" that helps him to start / stop to produce sounds, this signal can be given in the form of movements (facilitated or independently)

2.c.5 Therapeutic support for the protection of airway

Used when:
- The patient during treatment shows signs of penetration / aspiration and silent aspiration shown by rattle sounds in breathing, coughing, and clearing the throat
It should be noted that there is no specific way to train to cough or clear the throat.

**Support for coughing**
- When the patient coughs ineffectively (weak cough, extension pattern, lack of clearing swallowing)

Can be supported using the following options:
- Bringing the patient forward
- Supporting ribs costal and sternum (possible the stomach)
- Avoid the patient ingest food or drink before making sure that he has free breathing
- Facilitate clearing swallow or spitting out

**Support the patient to clear the throat when:**
- The patient has an ineffectively clearing of the throat
- The patient has a wet voice and does not respond to it by clearing the throat (slight coughing)

Can be supported using the following options:
- Bringing the patient forward
- Support the costal and sternum (possibly the stomach)
- Avoid the patient ingest food or drink before making sure that he has free breathing
- Facilitate clearing swallow or spitting out
- The therapist acts as a "model" doing by demonstrating how to ‘clearing the throat’ possibly together with vibrating on the patient's sternum to force expiration

**Support clearing swallow**
Used when:
- The patient has coughed, cleared the throat or eats without using a secondary clearing swallow
- Clearing swallows comes very late or is ineffective

Can be supported using the following options:
- Stabilizing the jaw
- Providing tactile support to swallowing by the floor of the mouth
- Moving the patient
- Force the expiration and / or prolong the expiration phase (time)

**Support the use of the voice**
Used when:
- The patient shows clinical signs of penetration of saliva or food / drink.
  Can be facilitated or elicited by:
  - Vibration or pressure at the ribs or sternum
  - Maybe by support at the stomach
  - The therapist can demonstrate how the patient should do by using own voice or try to
produce or induce a comment or an answer from the patient that is related to the context

Support to cleaning the mouth
Used when:
- The patient has residues or bits of food / drink in the mouth and does not have the senso-motorical ability to remove it.

Can be supported by:
- Support the patient to feel the residue and swallow them or spit them out
- If the patient cannot be activated to swallow or spit out, the therapists removes material with gauze on the finger
- Support the patient to collect the remains with the tongue and either transport it to swallow or spit it out
- If the patient cannot be activated to collect remains of the tongue or spit out, the therapists remove material with gauze on your finger
- If secretions or mucus is so viscous or as large a quantity that it is inappropriate to swallow it should also be removed with gauze
- In special cases, it is recommended that the material is sucked out with a tube by a nurse, for example after vomiting.

Support 'to come forward'
Used when:
- It will prevent the patient from aspiration in the a treatment or eating situation or when the patient already has aspirated/penetrated
- Moving/leaning forward is part of the physiological protection mechanisms during normal eating and in case aspiration / penetration. Patients with extension-pattern or lack of postural control who has lost the ability to come forward. This applies to both lying, sitting and standing positions.

3. Evaluation
The treatment should be evaluated by the nature of the patient's response. By answering the question:
Does the patient perform the activity in a more normal way / in better quality? The question can be answered with yes or no. Whatever the answer, the therapist must adjust the treatment immediately. When adapting the treatment the therapist must always remember to change only one parameter at a time to evaluate what action is causing the effect. Even if you have a plan and the patient reacts unexpected, with e.g. pain, vomiting, then it is important to respond to patient needs and not continue the intervention.

4a. If the answer is YES, you have three options:
- Give less support (Important is only to change one element at a time in order to be able to evaluate the patients responds and let the patient repeat the same task)
- Increase requirements / the scope of the activity with use of the same level of support and see how the patient responds
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- Set a new goal in the same or another F.O.T.T. area

  NOTE: The quality or quantity parameters should not be exacerbated so there appear associated reactions or mass movements when reducing the support

**General principles of how to increase the demands and give less support:**

**Level of the activity:**
- Include more sub-actions / elements
- Increase the requirements to selectivity, normal movement, ROM
- It shall be carried out faster, over a longer time, with more repetitions of one or several elements

**Level of the surroundings:**
- Room and location should be more "normal" and not be individually adapted
- The activity should be in another context that is new to the patient
- Surroundings should change, there should be more stimuli, sounds, and presence of other persons etc
- No special objects
- No aids

**Level of therapeutic support:**
- The patient is facilitated on a lower level, for example. only partial instead of constant
- The therapist chooses to bring the patient in a higher starting position or decrease the support in the position he already has

**4.a If you answer NO, then you have three options:**
- To change the activity so that it demands less of the patient
- Give more support, this may also imply that the therapist changes approach because the patient cannot use the information / help he has received so far (e.g.: the therapist uses guiding instead of facilitation)
- Set a new goal, because the goal was chosen proves to be too high / unrealistic or the patient's needs have suddenly changed

**General principles of how to reduce demands and provide greater support:**

**Level of the activity:**
- Include fewer sub-actions / elements
- Reduce the requirements to selectivity, normal movement, ROM
- It shall be carried out more slowly, over a shorter time, with fewer repetitions
- Choose a more familiar task

**Level of the surroundings:**
• Room and location will be individually (more) adapted
• The activity will be performed in another, more recognizable / familiar context to the patient
• The patient must perform the task in a room with fewer stimuli, without the presence of other persons
• The furniture will be adapted to support the patient more
• use special items
• Use aids

Level of the therapeutic support:
• The patient is facilitated on a higher level, for example. constant instead of only partial
• The therapist chooses to bring the patient in a lower starting position or increase the support in the position he already has (e.g. supporting both head with jaw control grip and also the patient’s trunk)

4 b) Improvement?
After having launched new / changed actions, you need to evaluate again the patient’s response and re-adjust the treatment depending on the patient’s response, with either more or less support. This process continues until this treatment-intervention is over.

5) Evaluation of the goal
When the intervention is over you evaluate whether the goal for treatment has been reached and if you wish to work with this goal in further treatment sessions. At the same time you can establish a strategy for the next treatment with basis in the techniques, methods which have proved to be appropriate for the patient in this intervention.